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Ethiopia aims at transforming speciality coﬀee market
Government reforms are designed to encourage farmers to produce more high-quality beans

A worker picks coﬀee in Yergachefe, Ethiopia © Bloomberg
YESTERDAY by: John Aglionby in Addis Ababa

Ethiopia (https://www.ft.com/topics/places/Ethiopia), the world’s fifth largest coffee
producer and home of arabica, has overhauled the way it markets the commodity in a bid
to increase export earnings and clamp down on a thriving domestic black market.
Experts say the reforms, which centre on improving traceability of beans and stimulating
higher quality production, could transform the global speciality coffee market because of
the expected increased supply from one of the world’s premier producers.
Arkebe Oqubay, the government minister overseeing the reform, said he hopes the
changes, which are modelled on Colombia’s experience, will see Ethiopia’s annual coffee
exports soar from their current $1bn.
“We could easily earn five times what we’re

We could easily earn ﬁve times what
we’re earning if we do it in the right
way
https://www.ft.com/content/020bc846-393a-11e7-821a-6027b8a20f23

earning if we do it in the right way,” he told the
Financial Times. “Our aim is to improve
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Arkebe Oqubay, government minister

traceability and encourage farmers to increase
productivity and expand coffee farms.”

Under the old arrangements, which were introduced in 2008, the vast majority of coffee
was transported to the Ethiopian Commodity Exchange, mixed and then auctioned. This
resulted in it losing much of its value because its origin was untraceable, a key
requirement in the speciality industry.
With little incentive to produce high-quality beans, many of the estimated 5m Ethiopian
coffee farmers paid little attention to improving the standard of their crop. It also led to
prices on the booming domestic market exceeding export prices, stimulating the former.
Now all coffee will be kept separate until it is auctioned, enabling full traceability and
overseas companies will be allowed to plant coffee and export it directly. All government
activity related to coffee will also be brought under one roof to reduce bureaucracy.

Menno Simons, chief executive of Trabocca, a Netherlands-based supplier of speciality
and certified green coffee, said the reforms are likely to “make a real impact” because “it
should now be easier for us to identify the great coffees and trace them”.

https://www.ft.com/content/020bc846-393a-11e7-821a-6027b8a20f23
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“The diversity of Ethiopia’s coffee is unique, there’s no other country in the world that
has it,” he said. “In terms of quality it’s number one, with Kenya and Colombia number
two.”
Kenyan speciality coffees usually sell for more than double Ethiopian varieties as direct
relationships between growers, roasters and exporters offer traceability of the coffee
beans.
Ethiopia produced about 400,000 tonnes of coffee last year, of which some 50 per cent
was exported, according to the International Coffee Organisation (https://www.ft.com/st
ream/organisationsId/YTRkOTQ3MmQtZDMwNS00ZGIzLWIxMGYtNTFjZTJhZWZm
NGUw-T04=). However, Mr Arkebe said that because of black market activity and a weak
bureaucracy, production was possibly 50 per cent higher than this, with the additional
beans being sold locally.
“We want to eradicate the weaknesses in the system,” he said.
Abdullah Bagersh, general manager of Bagersh Coffee, one of the country’s oldest
growers, roasters and distributors, said the reform should weaken the black market.
“Farmers now have an incentive to produce high-quality coffee so more and more of will
move up the [quality] pyramid, which will make it harder for the local market to take it.”
Mr Abdullah said it was unclear when the effect of the reforms would be felt because it is
hard to make major changes in the middle of the season. “My fallback position is that
everything will be in place for the start of the next season in October. But some changes
will be in place sooner,” he said.
Print a single copy of this article for personal use. Contact us if you wish to print more to
distribute to others. © The Financial Times Ltd.
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Brazil nut shortage after drought
sees prices soar
Many exporters, lacking the supplies have defaulted
on their agreements
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Cotton price rally goes ‘pretty parabolic’
Traders are bullish because global demand for the commodity has thrived
Trading Post Jamie Chisholm

ICE cotton futures hit month low
Latest crop report from US adds to recent bout of proﬁt-taking by traders
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Asia bourses falter despite rising
oil prices
Dollar softens as crude oil gain fails to buoy energy
stocks
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Oil rally continues in Asia trading as Brent hits $52 a barrel
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